
FIXUS 88 RECONSTRUCTION



ARC-Rotor axis and Angular lock
This bolt is xed, do not remove

Pinholder bolts

Positioning reference with
2.0mm K-wire.

ARC-Rotor with 2x20o angulation

Wide pinholder with 
indicative Angular scale
Holds 4 pins

Rod connecting bolt
or CD unit attachment

Angular drive 
turned Clockwise Turned Counter Clockwise

The FIXUS88 ARC features a total Angulation of 40 degrees (2x 20degrees).

20o 20o

Angular drive with 
depenable gear

The FIXUS88 ARC is a progressive corrector in one plane. The ARC has been developed 
based on feedback from multiple surgeons in the eld. The feedback received came after 
the use of the FIXUS88 in predominantly monolateral conguration. While performing 
a lengthening or transport it may be needed for a progressive correction to obtain desired
alignment before nal healing. This is proven not to be uncommon with comparable 
products.
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CD UNIT use with the FIXUS88 ARC angular corrector
Follow the regular CD unit sequence as stated in the FIXUS88 IFU.
Make sure at least one bolt remains functional to immobilize the 
FIXUS88 ARC onto the Rod after each use of the CD unit and whilst
Performing the angular correction sequence.

Tighten onto rod to immobilize. 
Do not over tighten.
Max 10 Nm



Angular correction sequence FIXUS88 ARC angular corrector
Whilst performing this sequence: 
The patient should not load the limb on which the device is placed.
The Bolts should be handled (tightened and loosened) in appropriate 
manner as depicted here.

Open  A half turn.
Do not remove bolt.

Check  If the FIXUS88 ARC
is immobilized the onto the Rod.

Lock.

Adjust 
3/4 turns equals one degree angulation.
Shown angulation: key turned clockwise.
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The FIXUS88 ARC can be used in combination with other FIXUS88 products:
Combine for V-pin  and/or inclination conguration: with a unibase 
and (multiple) uniclamp(s). 

Example Placement of the FIXUS88 ARC Angular Corrector
Example placement, Monoplanar Tibial lengthening.
With additional axis correcton option using the FIXUS88 ARC.

Example placement, Monoplanar Femur transport.
With additional docking-site correcton option using the FIXUS88 ARC.
Placement of an additional FIXUS88 ARC is possible.
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